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Blogging site is a content management system (CMS) designed to store digital content. Bloggers create content on CMS and share them on their blogs. Among the most critical features of blogging are the ability to monetize content and the custom content they create. Blogging sites' prices range from free to $45 per month. Top 6 Blogging Sites 2019 (Best
Overall) Professional Bloggers, who want to make a living bloggingSeal businesses who want easy-to-use blogging siteWriters who want to show off their best material like portfolioBusiness professionals who want to increase credibilityMicro or niche bloggers who want social media-like aspectsbloggers who want a free option for blogging as a hobby As we
rated top blogging sites when evaluating the best blogging sites they should be cost-effective, easy to control, have support, and allow bloggers to have ownership. The ability to monetize a blog is important so that bloggers have the opportunity to make money blogging. Being able to customize your blog is important to make it your own brand and appeal.
This customization can be through paid and unpaid themes and templates. We considered all these features to be the best blogs that are low cost, easy to use, provide ownership of content, enable monetization and allow customization. We evaluated the top six best blogging sites based on: Cost: We considered both upfront and ongoing costs where
appropriate; some have monthly fees and the cost of add-on features Easy to use: Navigation must be intuitive and easy-to-use, so the test drove each of the platforms to determine how easy it is to navigate and use ownership of content: Content that bloggers create should be owned by bloggers rather than blogging sites, so we examined the terms of
service to determine ownership of content Ability to monetize : Monetization is important to allow operations to be scaled; we considered different ways each platform allows you to make money customizing: Themes (templates) and plugins allow customization, so we searched blogging sites that offer different options for bloggers; Some plugins and themes
are free, while others may be over $200 WordPress.org is our pick for the best blogging platform for professional bloggers. WordPress.org is one of the most popular blogging sites, and for good reason–it's low cost, easy to use, you own content, you can easily monetize and customize it. With WordPress.org you will need a reliable website host. Dreamhost
is our pick for just $31.08 per year. They offer a free domain name, WordPress preinstallation, and a free secure socket layer (SSL) certificate. Getting started with Dreamhost today. Visit Dreamhost WordPress.org: Best Overall for Professional Bloggers is a free, downloadable blogging site allowing bloggers to monetize and own their content. It costs
money to platform and have a domain name. You can do this for as low as $2.59 per month with Dreamhost. There may also be costs associated with themes and plugins. WordPress.org Pricing WordPress.org is a free downloadable program. Your only asking price is to find a host like Dreamhost where you can start your blog for $31.08 per year. Optional
costs allow for even more customization, such as plugins and templates. There are many free templates to use, otherwise premium templates purchased in markets like Etsy start at 50 cents and go up to $3,000 for full professional design and customization. WordPress.org Features WordPress.org the best blogging site because of its endless opportunities
for customization and ability to monetize. In addition, any content that you create on this CMS is yours and is not owned by the site. WordPress.org One of the biggest benefits about WordPress.org is the infinite ability to customize your blog. This can be done using cascading style sheets (CSS) and HTML. Color, format, and features may change depending
on what you want. Some bloggers choose to learn how to customize your blog using provided tutorials, others hire experts, and many get a combination of both. For example, if your blog gets a pretty big following, you may want to sell merchandise, create your own look for your blog, or upload weekly webisodes. Plus, if you don't have the skills to do it, you
can find coded with WordPress expertise to help you easily. Themes on a WordPress.org theme is like a template allowing a blogger to change the look and feel of WordPress.org page. There are many free themes available as well as thousands of premium themes. These premium themes range in price from free to over $300 and can be purchased from
markets like Etsy or Theme Forest. Custom themes purchased from a web developer can cost thousands of dollars, depending on the complexity and features of blogger desires. WordPress.org Easy to use WordPress.org has easy-to-follow tutorials and tutorials that will show you how to do things like install a wordpress theme, how to solve any problems,
and where to manage comments on your blog. There is also a community forum where users can crowdsource support to any questions they encounter. WordPress.org ownership of content Because you host your content with a third-party host like Dreamhost, the content you create is yours. This is different from some other blogging sites that own content
and may choose to pull content if it doesn't meet their standards. Another reason you want to own your content is that there have been instances where the platform dissolves, and along with it, so does blogger content. Finally, owning your content also means that you can monetize. WordPress.org ability to monetise owning your content has huge benefits:
can monetize without restriction. The opportunities to monetize your blog are huge. If you want to show ads on your blog, you can. You can also create sponsored blog posts, sell your e-books, and even courses on the content you create. It's better WordPress.org with a host like DreamHost to monetize your content because other platforms don't allow you to
monetize at all, or just allow you to use their limited proprietary ad network. Ruth Soukup's Living Well spending less blog is on WordPress.org, and she has hired her own designer for this site What WordPress.org lacks WordPress.org is getting better at allowing drag-and-drop customization options, but it's not as functional as Squarespace. Currently, drag-
and-drop features WordPress.org available when you create a blog post and use gadgets. These widgets are small blocks that can be moved and omitted throughout the blog to perform a specific feature such as inserting custom HTML or social media sharing icons. Widgets are WordPress.org a way to enable customization, but they can still be clunky if
using CSS or HTML. What Users think about WordPress.org We looked at user reviews WordPress.org and found that new bloggers say they sometimes feel intimidated when they first start with WordPress.org because there are so many options for customization. Some bloggers complain that if you are not constantly updating your website plugins, your
blog is vulnerable to hackers. These updates help keep your site safe, and it's important to note that you can set up automatic updates. Where to register for WordPress.org Registration on WordPress.org is free. You download the software and then sign up for a host like Dreamhost or host it on your own server. Then you choose a theme and create your
first blog post. Sign up for WordPress.org today. Visit WordPress.org Weebly: The best Easy-to-Use Blogging Website Builders are out-of-the-box solutions with web hosting, domain name, and websites all included. Weebly is an excellent choice for building small business websites, but it can also be used for blogging. It's easy to use, affordable, and with
high-tier plans, you can include a shopping cart for e-commerce. Weebly Pricing &amp; Features There are several Weebly plans available, ranging in price from free to $25 per month when paid annually. Features vary from unlimited storage to custom domains and ecommerce features such as inventory management and coupon codes. All plans provide
an SSL certificate. This is a small padlock at the top of most websites telling you that the site is secure from a web server to your browser. Weebly Pricing &amp; Features Chart Domain with Weebly brandingAccepts Payments SquareAccepts Payments Through Third-party ProvidersIntegrated Shipping Labels *When paid annual Weebly Features Weebly is
Weebly Ebly Pricing &amp; Features Chart Domain with Weebly brandingAccepts Payments Through SquareAccepts Payments Through Third-party ProvidersIntegrated Shipping Labels *When paid annual Weebly Features Weebly is Weebly Weebly with drag-and-drop features. You can also have an ecommerce store on your blog and monetize your blog
through ads and sponsored posts. Weebly makes it easy to use videos, which is ideal for business owners to show off how to use the feature of their product or service. Weebly Free Plan Free Weebly Plan allows bloggers to create content on their own sites. However, there is a Weebly footer at the bottom that says: Create a free website with Weebly. The
URL also contains the Weebly tag. There are several free templates to choose from, and each free site will receive an SSL certificate and 500 MB of storage. The Weebly Connect Plan Connect Weebly plan gives bloggers a platform for their content, as well as a free domain name, 500 MB of storage, and an SSL certificate. This plan is $5 per seat per month
when paid annually. The Weebly Pro Plan Weebly Pro plan allows bloggers to share their content without Weebly ads. Users will receive a free custom domain name, unlimited storage, an SSL certificate, and a search bar for visitors to search by keyword. The plan also integrates ecommerce features such as shopping cart and receiving payments from
Square and other third-party providers. The plan is $12 per site, per month, when it is paid annually. Weebly Business Plan with Weebly Business Plan, bloggers get to share their content without Weebly ads and have their own domain name. They also get a free SSL certificate and unlimited storage space. Ecommerce features include shopping cart, product
options, coupon codes, and integrated shipping labels. The plan is $25 per site, per month, when it is paid annually. Weebly Ease of Use with drag and drop features, Weebly website builder is super intuitive. Drag what you want to add to your website, such as a text box, picture, and contact us from the right side of the dashboard, and drag it to where you
want it on the site. You don't need to know any HTML or coding to customize your blog. While they have a help center, Weebly is so intuitive that you probably won't have to use it. Weebly Content Ownership with Weebly is a website builder that technically owns the rights to your content. This shouldn't be a problem if you work within your guidelines, which
include not using your site for illegal or adult activities. Should Weebly halt trading operations, there's a high possibility that your content will be gone too. Weebly's ability to monetize as a website builder, Weebly makes it easy to integrate e-commerce. In addition, you can create sponsored blog posts, show ads, and sell your own products and services
across the platform. Integrates with email marketing software and processors cards easily. Weebly Customizing With Weebly, you are limited to the amount of HTML encoding you can use on the web. This won't be a problem if you're not interested in touching the code. In the event that the functions make it easier to adapt within their limits. However, it may
not be the right choice for someone who wants to create their own CSS and HTML features on their blog. What Weebly lacks in Weebly isn't built for blogging, so it's not as blogger-friendly as WordPress.org. It's the first website with the ability to add a blog to it. While Weebly manages all technical issues as a closed-source platform, it also means that some
integrations may not work with them as they might with WordPress.org. What users think about Weebly Weebly user reviews show that most people have the ability to move features around on their blog easily without having to know HTML or any coding. They complain about the limited functionality of blogging platforms because it is closed-source
technology. Where to sign up for Weebly Registration at Weebly is fast and affordable for most plans. To get started, fill out a standard form with your name, email address, and password. Get started with Weebly for free. Visit Weebly Medium: The best blogging site for Medium writers is a site for storytellers and thought leaders to share long-form content.
With its social platforms and long content, it's the best blogging site for writers. It's also ideal for those writers who don't necessarily want to deal with the costs and time of maintaining their own blog. Medium Price It costs nothing to start with Medium. Also, you don't have any ongoing costs at all. It is important to remember that there is a middle membership
for readers that costs $5 per month, but writers don't pay anything to contribute to the site. Medium Features Medium is incredibly easy to use and focuses heavily on the written word. Bloggers also can monetize their writing by the number of clapping one gets on an article. These clapping are like up to the voices that readers have. Each blogger can embed
pictures and videos. They can also use bold, italics, and links in their posts. Medium ease of use Easily one of the most intuitive blogging sites to use, Medium makes it easy to design your first blog. While most blog posts on websites have additional images, you can use as many as you need to tell your story. You can also import stories you've written from
other sites by sending a URL. By clicking on the button you are ready to start writing your first blog post on medium medium ownership of content with Medium, you own the rights to your content. By posting on their platform, you give the media the right to use your content in connection with publishing. This means they could use their front page, which
provides more traffic to your post. They can also reformat and distribute it in a lacklustre way. Medium Ability to Monetize When a member deals with their content by applauding your contribution, you can make money as part of the Medium Partner Program. are unable to write sponsored blog posts or show ads in their blog posts. However, you can link to
your sales page for anything you discuss, but know that in any of these blog posts you cannot enable the Medium Partner Program feature. What medium lacks algorithm for medium affiliate program can be a little complicated. For members pay $5 a month, and when they applaud the post, part of that $5 is paid to the author of the contribution. The $5
membership fee is the cap for applauding them. This means that if a Member For applauds five posts that month, each author will receive $1. If a member applauds 40 posts that month, each author gets $.12. It is also important to remember that this is a free platform for contributors. As a result, Medium could decide to be a contributor to the platform, just as
HuffPost did. What users think about middle users have the ability to communicate with other users' blog posts within the platform and how they see how much clapping their articles have received. For bloggers with fewer fans who read their work regularly, how they clap can mean they earn only pennies each month. Where to sign up for Medium connect
Medium, you sign up with either Google or Facebook. Then you can create your first story in seconds. Getting started with Medium today. Visit Medium LinkedIn: The best blogging site for Business LinkedIn professionals is more of a social media platform for professionals, but it has a feature where every user can publish content as a blog. Publishing on
LinkedIn is easy and can help you show expertise in your field. It's a good choice if you're posting on behalf of your company or if you're a consultant who wants to demonstrate your ability to help others in your field. LinkedIn Features LinkedIn is an incredibly easy to use platform very similar to the medium. Using LinkedIn for your articles opens up your
content not only to the readers who behind you, but also to anyone on their network if they interact with your post. Depending on your privacy settings, your article may also be searchable through search engines. These articles become part of your professional profile and allow for even greater network exposure beyond your own. LinkedIn Easy to use
LinkedIn is intuitive and easy-to-use. Your articles are hosted directly within the LinkedIn platform, so there is no HTML, coding, or ongoing maintenance to do. This is an attractive feature for busy professionals who have a message to share, but not a desire to deal with anything technical. LinkedIn Content Ownership When you post content on LinkedIn, you
own any original content. If you decide you no longer want to see it, you can also delete it. If you post content that violates someone's claim copyright, your account may be suspended. What LinkedIn is missing when publishing On LinkedIn surrounded by your contest, you have to make sure it's some of your best content. This may be one of the best articles
ever written, but LinkedIn determines who's putting that content in front thanks to their algorithm. These social media algorithms are never shared with the public, but are often influenced by previous post engagements and the size of your own network. What users think about LinkedIn LinkedIn users report that while the platform is easy to use, its scope is
quite limited. They say there are no ways to add HTML or CSS, and you're limited to what the platform offers–bold, italics, bulleted lists, pictures, videos and links. With a professional social network, users report that LinkedIn articles are not a place to pitch your product or service. Where to sign up for LinkedIn Getting Started with LinkedIn is quick. You can
enter your email address and password to which you want to connect. Otherwise, you can use Facebook as a single sign-on (SSO). From there, posting your first article is simple right from the home screen. Get started with LinkedIn today. Visit LinkedIn Tumblr: The best blogging site for Tumblr's Micro Bloggers is a social media network and microblogging
site that allows users to post images and short-form content. When content is shared on Tumblr, it can be reblogged and shared on another Tumblr blog. The content is often humorous and thought-provoking, making it the perfect blogging site for a microblogger. It's also free. Tumblr Rates Tumblr is a popular choice for teenagers and millennials partly
because it's free to use. There are premium themes you can buy that are $19 or $49 from the Tumblr platform. However, there are free topics as well. The themes are user-created and submitted to tumblr, and these are available for free or for purchase. Tumblr Tumblr features is easy to use and allows you to use affiliate links and ads to monetize your blog.
With its free and paid themes, customizing your blog color and branding is easy. Tumblr is also a social network, which means that at the touch of a button, your post can be shared with another user of the network. It is important to remember that while you own your content on Tumblr, anything banned can be removed at any time. Tumblr Customization
With all its theme options, Tumblr is easy to customize. If you know HTML, you can use it to personalize your blog. Customization includes, for example, font, color, layout, and features. No need to know HTML to write anything though. Tumblr Ease of Use It is easy to share a post on Tumblr using a simple form at the top of the page. You don't need to code
any HTML or CSS, and the post can go live at a time when it takes how to write it. You can also include pictures, pictures, and links in your posts. To layout, you can either fill in the challenges within the theme or change the content using HTML. Tumblr's ability to monetize Tumblr allows you to use Google Ads, affiliate links, and create sponsored blog posts.
You can also link to your external ecommerce or sales pages for your products and services. What Tumblr lacks in Tumblr makes it easier to share microblog posts, but the social nature of the platform makes it easier for anything lengthy to get lost between short posts. Tumblr can be customized using themes and HTML, but it doesn't quite measure up to
some of the other more robust customization options offered by other platforms. While it is possible to refer to external ecommerce stores, you are not able to host the store in tumblr itself. This can prevent bloggers who choose to sell their own goods. What users think of Tumblr In November 2018, Tumblr began censoring the shoal and upset bloggers who
felt it was a safe space for them to share this material. Some users found it was a victory, while many others felt it was a loss of community. Users report that sharing microblog posts quickly and with the ability to be anonymous as a significant benefit. Where to register on Tumblr To get started with Tumblr, you enter your email, password and username that
will become part of your Tumblr URL. Getting started with Tumblr today. Visit Tumblr WordPress.com: The best blogging site for Hobby Bloggers blogging WordPress.com is free, easy and safe. With WordPress.com, the blogging platform itself hosts your blog. For this reason, you are not able to monetize your blog. If you are looking to just tind with
blogging, WordPress.com offers a great way to do it at no cost. WordPress.com price WordPress.com costs nothing to get started. It also has no ongoing fees because it is not an open-source platform. However, other plans range from $5 per month charged annually to $45 per month charged annually. These plans include features such as free domain
names, premium themes, and ecommerce marketing tools. WordPress.com features WordPress.com is easy-to-use, doesn't require html or coding, and offers a brain-free way to start blogging. Bloggers often start with WordPress.com and later move on to WordPress.org once I've decided blogging is something they want to do long-term. The reason a
blogger can switch to WordPress.org is that with a free blog, there will be WordPress.com label on it if you upgrade to get it taken away. By switching to WordPress.org and hosting sites, you can make it more personal and can monetize. Monetization There are several different ways to monetize your WordPress.com blog. The first method is available if you
have a custom domain, and that's WordAds. This is WordPress.com ad network where you make money every time someone clicks on a WordAds link. Another way to blog is through available with more advanced plans. Through these stores you can sell physical and digital products and services. WordPress.com easy to use with limited options,
WordPress.com simple and easy to navigate. WordPress.com is based on software used with WordPress.org except that everything is hosted in the WordPress.com. You don't have to download anything. Also, you don't have to worry about finding a blog host. Even if there are no drag-and-drop features when you sign up for an account, WordPress.com you
walk every step of the way to get started. You don't have to worry about coding, maintaining, or updating your blog. WordPress.com ownership of content When you WordPress.com content, you don't technically own the content. If you post anything against their terms of service, such as pornography or illegal activity, your content will be removed. What
WordPress.com missing with WordPress.com, you have limited control over your blog, and you can not upload themes or plugins. You can't monetize your blog with sponsored posts, ads, or product reviews, although you can have an ecommerce site with advanced plans. What users think about WordPress.com WordPress.com shows that users have the
option to start right away with blogging when using WordPress.com because there are no themes or plugins to deal with. They also like that it doesn't cost anything to use. On the same note, users complain that they are unable to monetize their WordPress.com blog. Where to sign up for WordPress.com create an account with WordPress.com is fast. To get
started, enter your email address, password, and username. Join WordPress.com today. Visit WordPress.com Bottom Line When choosing the best blogging platform, you will need to consider not only what you want to do with your blog now, but also what your blog might turn into in the future. This includes chopping blest blogging sites to manage traffic
and implementing these website marketing strategies. WordPress.org is the best blogging site because of its unlimited customization capabilities, ability to monetize, SEO tools and open-source software. If you think there is a possibility that you may want to monetize your blog or your own brand, then save time and effort later, and learn how to start with
WordPress.org today. When WordPress.org, you will need a reliable blog host. Dreamhost is our pick for just $31.08 per year. Visit Dreamhost Dreamhost
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